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Michael Spiotta Dr. Heppard Microsoft Search Case Study September 29, 1 . Microsoft Corporation was founded in by
Bill Gates and Paul Allen.

By the early s, Microsoft had sold about more than million copies. However, the biggest disadvantage of
Microsoft is illegal and unethical monopolization of power. The only distinction between operating systems is
what software it can run. These factors played the major role in the increase of operating cash flow. In an
industry where the battleground for future dominance in the technology industry is likely to be aggressively
fought, as companies increasingly move towards wholly integrated media devices, the strategic advantage of
such a means cannot be overstated. Current examples: Recent payment to RealNetworks, Inc. It is also one of
the most valuable companies in the world. Today the headquarters for Microsoft is located in the city of
Redmond in the state of Washington. Highly skilled workers, therefore, will help the company to develop and
implement strategies successfully as needed. Description of Company a. On a more micro level, the company
aim to tailor its services to customers via its Certified Partners scheme. The total debt to total asset ratio also
confirms these successes with a low 0. Microsoft is doing a better job than the industry in comparing the
accounts receivable turnover, but not a significant amount. Gates wanted the best talent available, and
therefore recruited from elite educational institutions because without intelligent employees the corporation
would not experience organizational growth. Organizational Description â€” Microsoft is a computer company
based out of Washington. In the future however, more consumers will use this type of software for business
and personal use. This outsourcing strategy can be a drawback on two counts. Other things that went against
the Zune was while Microsoft focused on the hardware of the device , the user interface ended up coming out
terrible which in turn alienated customers who enjoyed the iPods user friendly interface. Microsoft mission
statement: Accessibility make it easier for everyone to see, hear, and use technology, and to personalize their
computers to meet their own needs and preferences. Companies that provide their products for a nominal
subscription fee and generate income based on training and support services have adopted the open source
concept as a counter-intuitive business model, with which they counter the more traditional selling of products
for profit model Hill and Jones,  Over the next twenty years, Microsoft created more technical and versatile
operating systems such as Windows 95, 98, and the current Windows XP. Using a worldwide network of
regional business units and individual professionals, it can be sure that its customers are receiving service
from people who know the industry or are more familiar with local business issues. Because of its large and
substantial business, Microsoft was found to be a monopoly among computer software and because of this,
Microsoft has experience financial success. Because this number is so close in comparison with the current
ratio, this tells us that Microsoft is not dependent on their inventory. Microsoft has very strong user base from
home users to enterprise and even government all over the world. Noski, Helmut Panke and Jon A. Strategic
Partnership Nokia and Microsoft gathered on to create market-leading mobile goods and services designed to
provide consumers, operators and developers without rival choice and chances. A leader is someone who
many people look to for direction, guidance, and inspiration, so it is important for our leaders to have the
aptitude to make difficult decisions and to know and do what is right for the people. Other industry leaders in
sales include CA Inc. Gates and Allen both had big plans for their company and came up with different ways
of managing people and products in order to create possibly the most effective and versatile workforce of any
corporation in existence. The first case study shows that Microsoft helps business companies to be successful.
Within its business market, Microsoft offers integrated applications tailored to specific industries. So it leads
to low treat from buyers. Components for these products are purchased at a discount. Employee With 90,
employees in over cities planning and developing many products and services for all customers and partners,
Microsoft is concentrate on ensuring a top level of satisfaction among its customers and partners. Besides,
Nokia and Microsoft joined integrate important assets and create completely new service provides, while
extending built up goods and services to handheld devices market. The Microsoft Corporation made sure that
the software was released for free to the various users of candid copies of Windows 7 and 8. Some software
developers write their first Windowsâ€”based programs for this release. Our society depends on the abilities of
our leaders and how well they can do their jobs. The second case study proves that Microsoft is helpful for
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people with special needs. Net operating, investing, and financing cash flows all increased from the fiscal year
to  Windows 10 is one of the Windows NT operating systems. There are, however, more specific goals that the
company hopes to attain that are specific, measurable, attainable, realistic, and tangible. Microsoft reduces
waste disposal, where possible through source reduction and recycling at company facilities. In order for
Multi-National Companies to survive the frequent and devastating situations in the global market, they should
incorporate the best and most effective organizational cultures


